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PEARS Monthly General Meeting
to be held at the Italian Club, in Lorraine at 20H00

on Tuesday the 20th July.

See you there!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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From the Chairman .........
Dear fellow Radio Amateurs and PEARS

members, allow me this opportunity of

thanking you all for your support during the

AGM in electing me to steer the ship for the

next year. I also take this opportunity in

congratulating the committee on their elec-

tion and I look forward to working with you

in the year ahead. This is very much a

learning curve for me and I will rely on your

expertise.

I also would like to thank Donovan ZS2DL

for the big boots he has left me to fill and for the past committee as a

whole who have done a sterling job of keeping PEARS afloat. 

There are many exciting events coming up, one being the Volkswagen

Rally. These events whatever they are can only be a success if every

member in the club becomes involved in one way or another.

73

Ashley ZS2AG
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ECARES News

I have relinquished my post of director, Hamnet East Cape and
will in future concentrate on promoting Ecares (East Cape
Amateur Radio Emergency Service).
Amateur Radio is a hobby, not an emergency service. How active you are
with emergency activities is your prerogative. During a major disaster
however, the state may call on us to assist with communications where the
normal emergency services are under extreme pressure to cope. We
should in any case offer assistance where there is a need and we are in a
position to do so.

Our normal modus operandi is to encourage activities with provide enjoy-
ment and at the same time improve our operating skills and station
efficiency so as to provide a better service. For ECARES to be a success
requires your support and I sincerely hope that you will do just that. In order
to update my records, please let me have your current address, telephone
numbers, fax facility and internet address. My telephone number, (with fax
facility) is 041-360 2983 or contact ken ZS2OC at cell phone 083 275 1771
or at reucom@agnet.co.za.

Al, ZS2U

Director ECARES

East Cape Amateur Radio Emergency Service Constitution
1. The aim of the service is to assist with communications during major

disasters or under circumstances where normal emergency services are
not present or are under abnormally high pressure to cope.

2. Membership is open to all radio amateurs.

3. ECARES shall endeavour to co-operate with Radio Amateur Clubs, S.A.
Radio League and Hamnet and also with any other organisation which
has similar interests. 

4. ECARES shall be governed by a director, elected by the membership for
a three year period from 1st July to 30th June. The director shall appoint
a deputy director and they shall in turn appoint assistant directors when
the need arises. The deputy director and the assistant directors shall
serve for the duration of the directors' term of office. 

The duties of the directorate shall be to:

a. Administer and promote the interests of the service. 

b. Encourage and assist members to monitor emergency channels and to
participate in activities that improve operating abilities and station
efficiency. 

c. Liaise with other emergency services.
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MY RADIO MEMOIRS – Part 8b
By Mike Bosch ZS2FM

mcbosch@telkomsa.net

Cell 084 612 9600

F2 PROPAGATION DURING SOLAR CYCLE 22

F2 openings on 50 MHz cannot be predicted, so you have to keep an eye
on the rising MUF. On 24th March 1989 the 6 metre band opened up on F2
for the first time during the new Solar Cycle 22 when the 9H1SIX beacon
from Malta appeared. The beacon 5B4CY from Cyprus came through the
next day, and Owen ZS2HZ hooked up with 9HIGB on SSB; I logged
Costas SV2DH and PA0HIP, then moved higher up the band to make
contact with the French stations FT1JD, FG1TG, F6EPE, F9DI and HB9QQ
from Switzerland. I also worked several of these stations on FM. 

Hannes ZS2BE reported that he heard the beacons FY7TH and ZD8VHF
on the 30th March. This was followed by a quiet patch until 6th April when
Hannes picked up the beacons from 9H1SIX and ZD8VHF and then made
his first DX contact with ZD8MB on CW. In the morning of 15th April Hannes
and I worked a single Japanese Station JA5IX during a very short opening.
More short openings occurred on the 20th, 27th and 28th April during which
period I worked G4NDG, SV1QE and again F6EPE. No further band
openings were recorded during that year in our area. 

As early as 25th February 1990 Hannes reported hearing a Japanese
station on CW, which was a good indicator of great things to come. The
band opened up again on the 10th March but no QSO’s until the next day
when I worked ON4KST and F6DBI, but remained closed until the 25th

when Hannes ZS2BE and Graeme hooked up with SV1OE and SV1U

April turned out to be a fantastic month for 50 MHz DX operation and the
log reads: 10th – ZS2BE heard 5B4CY beacon, 12th and 13th – ZS2FM
worked SV1DH, IT9LCY, OE5NEL, GH5EE,9H5ET,OE2CAL, GJ4ICD,
FC1LNU, F6FEF, G6HRH, ZS9A, F6BSJ and HB9SJ. No openings oc-
curred to Australia but many VK’s were worked on 28,885 MHz and DX
notes compared. 25th - ZS2BE worked only JH4DPO, but on the 28th and
30th ZS2BE, ZS2OD and ZS2FM had a field day when the band opened up
to Japan. The three of us spread out not to cause QRM to each other and
we called CQ DX once and strings of Japanese stations lined up to work us
during the two days. Hannes logged 20 Japanese on the 28th and on the
30th I managed to work no less than 31 Japanese stations that included
JA1, JE1, JH1, JI1, JA6, JE6, JH6, JR6 and JS6.

The 50 MHz DX openings started to dry up and our first opening in 1991
only happened on the 26th April when a number of Japanese appeared and
ZS2BE, ZS2OD and I managed to work them again. What turned out to be
our last grand DX opening for Solar Cycle 22 occurred on Sunday 28th April
1991. In the morning I contacted TL8MB and around noon OE4WHG
followed at 3 p.m. by I1JP, FC1CNU, I0AMU, FC1EYB, OE6L, I5CTE,
IK8MKK,  I2FHW,  PY5CC,  PT7NK,  PY2DM,  PY5ZBU,  PY5TT,
CX8BE,PY5EX, PY2IAX, PY2ZS, PY2GR. On 6th May I recorded my last
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DX for Solar Cycle 22 when I logged JA4MBM and JA5FNX.

THE FM DX CHANNEL ON 144,400 MHZ

When I was appointed VHF and Microwave manager of the SARL in 1991,
I started another column in RADIO ZS called “From VHF to Microwaves”. I
also realized that the vast majority of radio Amateurs in the RSA were
equipped with 2 metre FM transceivers and very few were on all mode.
While I was running nightly skeds with John Bryson ZS2AH in East London,
who was equipped only with a ten watt 2 metre FM Transceiver including a
horizontally polarized 14 element Yagi, we could establish contacts with
each other almost every night. When conditions were marginal then the
signal would go into deep QSB, but when it came out of the fade then it
would be readable for a while and repeated the cycle. During normal Tropo
enhancement the signal would start limiting and produce good copy;
whereas a super Tropo opening would produce signals that could pin the
needle on the S-meter.

All the above gave me the idea of starting a long distance FM net to
encourage long distance and simplex operation on 2 meter FM. The VHF
DX-ers are all located at the bottom of the band using either CW or SSB
including high gain Yagi arrays that have limited bandwidth. It is a well
known fact that the narrower the bandwidth of a Yagi array the higher is the
forward gain. This means that an effective FM DX channel should be at the
bottom of the band and close to the SSB channel and also horizontally
polarized. I applied to the SARL to allocate us an experimental FM
frequency on 144,450 MHz; the Council of the SARL unanimously agreed
to it.

So we started the FM “DX” net here in Port Elizabeth but later changed the
frequency to 144,400 MHz. This net has been very successful over the
years, although it passed through cycles and activity peaks in the summer.
Divisons 1, 2 and 5 have been worked on many occasions on this channel,
but it is also the most popular and active frequency during the PEARS
VHF/UHF Contest.

John Kramer ZS5J telephoned us early one evening to say that he could
hear our ZS2VHF beacon on 144,415 MHz. Andre ZS2ACP tried to work
John ZS5J on SSB but they could not make it. Later that evening, while
John ZS2AH of East London was talking to us, I noticed that the needle on
the S-meter was jumping up and down. When John passed it over to me I
could hear strong CW on our frequency - it was ZS5J. I called him on SSB
and established contact with him, then we switched to FM to repeat the
contact. Andre ZS2ACP and Jim Franz ZS5JF could only hear traces of
ZS5J’s signal, the duct this time favoured a low level station such as mine
and they were too high above sea level.

But this FM DX channel really lived up to its name when Glenn Kraut,

ZS2GK of the Haven, repeated his SSB contact also on FM with FR5DN on

Reunion Island over the distance of 2875 km. Recently Glenn made a

similar contact on the digital mode JT65b.

To be continued.

Continued from Page 4  
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Amateur Radio Stories

By Leonard A. McHugh

New Antenna

Shortly after I received my radio license, it was time to order some equipment. My home is built at the base of
a mountain, which is far from the ideal location for radio work. My home is also an old town house about three
and a half stories in height with ten-foot ceilings. After thinking about this, I concluded that the ideal location for
a nineteen-foot tall antenna would be on the top of my roof.

I mail-ordered a nice antenna. When delivered a friend came to my home to help me assemble this contraption.

After we assembled it, we took it to my third floor. From the back window there was a partial roof from which
a ladder could easily reach the top.

When we finally got the ladder out onto the second floor's roof, my friend said "I'm sorry, I can not go up there."
He was afraid of heights!

Being of quick mind, I asked him if he had his portable radio with him. When he answered that he had it, the
new plan went into effect.

My friend went out into the back alley, where he had a great view of my roof.

I think you can guess what is coming?

Yes, I went up the ladder dragging all of the tools and equipment. From his radio, he directed me to the
chimney where I started with the mounts. When this phase was complete, I asked him if everything looked
straight. Then I installed the first section of the mast. Again, with his visual observation, I made adjustments
until it looked straight to him.

When this task was completed, the rest was simple. I then gathered all my tools and my friend directed me
back to the ladder. Job well done.
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YOUR BASIC POWER SUPPLY
CIRCUIT

From Neels ZS2ND
Below is the circuit of a basic unregulated dc power supply. The ac from
the transformer secondary is rectified by a bridge rectifier D1 to D4  which
may also be a block rectifier such as WO4 or even four individual diodes

such as 1N4004 types. (see later re rectifier ratings). 

The principal advantage of a bridge rectifier is you do not need a centre tap
on the secondary of  the transformer. A further but significant advantage is
that the ripple frequency at the output is twice the line frequency (i.e. 50 Hz
or 60 Hz) and makes filtering somewhat easier.

As a design example consider we wanted a small unregulated bench
supply for our projects. Here we will go for a voltage of about 12 - 13V at a
maximum output current  (I

L
) of 500ma (0.5A). Maximum ripple will be 2.5%

and load regulation is 5%. 

Now the rms secondary voltage (primary is whatever is consistent with your
area) for our power transformer T1 must be our desired output Vo PLUS
the voltage drops across D2 and D4 ( 2 * 0.7V) divided by 1.414. 

This means that Vsec = [13V + 1.4V]  / 1.414 which equals about 10.2V.
Depending on the VA rating of your transformer, the secondary voltage will
vary considerably in accordance with the applied load. The secondary
voltage on a transformer advertised as say 20VA will be much greater if the
secondary is only lightly loaded. 

If we accept the 2.5% ripple as adequate for our purposes then at 13V this
becomes 13 * 0.025 = 0.325 Vrms.  The peak to peak value is 2.828 times
this value. Vrip = 0.325V X 2.828 = 0.92 V and this value is required to
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calculate the value of C1. Also required for this calculation is the time
interval for charging pulses. If you are on a 60Hz system it it 1/ (2 * 60 ) =
0.008333 which is 8.33 milliseconds. For a 50Hz system it is 0.01 sec or 10
milliseconds. 

The formula for C1 is: 

C1 (uF) = [ ( I
L

* t )  / Vrip ] X 106

C1 = [ ( 0.5A X 0.00833 ) / 0.92V ] X 106

C1 = 0.00453 X 106 = 4529 or 4700 uF

Remember the tolerance of the type of capacitor used here is very loose.
The important thing to be aware of is the voltage rating should be at least
13V X 1.414 or 18.33. Here you would use at least the standard 25V or
higher (absolutely not 16V). 

With our rectifier diodes or bridge they should have a PIV rating of 2.828
times the Vsec or at least 29V. Don't search for this rating because it
doesn't exist. Use the next highest standard or even higher. The current
rating should be at least twice the load current maximum i.e. 2 X 0.5A or
1A. A good type to use would be 1N4004, 1N4006 or 1N4008 types. These
are rated 1 Amp at 400PIV, 600PIV and 1000PIV respectively. Always be
on the lookout for the higher voltage ones when they are on special. 

TRANSFORMER RATING - In our example above we were taking 0.5A out
of the Vsec of 10V. The VA required is 10 X 0.5A = 5VA. This is a small
PCB mount transformer available in Australia and probably elsewhere. This
would be an absolute minimum and if you anticipated drawing the maxi-
mum current all the time then go to a higher VA rating. 

The two capacitors in the primary side are small value types and if you

don't know precisely and I mean precisely what you are doing then OMIT
them. Their loss won't cause you heartache or terrible problems. 

THEY MUST BE HIGH VOLTAGE TYPES RATED FOR A.C. USE

The fuse F1 must be able to carry the primary current but blow under

excessive current,  in this case we use the formula from the diagram. Here

N = 240V / 10V or perhaps 120V / 10V. The fuse calculates in the first

instance to [ 2 X 0.5A ] / [240 / 10] or .04A or 40 ma. In the second case

.08A or 80 ma. The difficulty here is to find suitable fuses of that low a

current and voltage rating. In practice you use the closest you can get

(often 100 ma ). Don't take that too literal and use 1A or 5A fuses. 

CONSTRUCTION - The whole project MUST be enclosed in a suitable box.

The main switch (preferably double pole) must be rated at 240V or 120V at

the current rating. All exposed parts within the box MUST be fully insulated,

preferably with heatshrink tubing.
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on your birthdays

June
21 Michael Schwenkert ZS2MS

23 Lilane Anker, XYL of Francois
ZR2NM

24 John Mc Kinnell, XYM of Lee-
Anne ZS2LAW

25 Terry Flanagan ZS2ABB

29 Dennis Hibberd

Jul
03 Julie Scarr ZR2EY, XYL of

Trevor ZS2AE

05 Nico Oelofse ZS4N

07 Jim van Loggerenberg ZS2LR

08 Ronel Du Plessis, XYL of
Basie ZR2BA

10 Mitch Rundle ZS2DK

11 Marius Rautenbach ZS2JR

11 Isak Greef ZS2ZG

12 Sandra Bowden, XYL of
Neville ZS2N

13 Cyril Hislop ZS2EJ

14 Alex Gogos ZR2T

18 David Rishworth ZR2RD

20 Vic Olivier ZS2SZ

22 Beavan Gwilt ZS2RL

on your anniversaries

June
10 Dennis and Gwen Hibberd

14 James and Heather Hoole
ZS2ABM

26 Rob ZS2ROB and
Rosemary Mac Geoghegan
ZR2MCR

02 Donald ZS2BW and Sally
Jacobs

10 George ZS2E and Hendrina
Pearson

12 Bill ZS6GHJ and Julia
Atteridge

15 Martin ZS2MR and Margret
Ras

CONGRATULATIONS . . .

Club Subscriptions are
now due

Hi Folks, its that time of the
year and your subscription
is now due.

R80 per member. Spouses
R30 and students R30.

Wifi fees R150 per month.

Club's banking details are:
Nedbank Savings Acc. No:
221 252 7594. Branch Code:
121217.

Please use your call sign as
a reference.

Your Smalls Advert could
have been here. Send me
an email giving me the de-
tails and it will be here.
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Sunday Bulletins
PEARS bulletins are transmitted on

Sundays immediately after the SARL

English transmission, i.e. at about

08:45 on 7098 kHz as well as the 2

metre linked network that provides

from Butterworth to George and up to

the Free State and their environs.

PEARS 7098 or 3640 kHz transceive

facilities are also remotely linked as

needed. In addition, the SARL's 40m

operations on 7082 or 7066 kHz or

Hamnet's 7070 kHz can be remotely

patched to the 2m network in receive

only mode or with full transceive ca-

pability for interactive events.

Bulletin Roster

20th Jun Basie ZR2BA

27th Jun Tony ZR2TX

4th Jul Ashley ZS2AG

11th Jul Chris ZS2AAW

18th Jul Glen ZS2GV

YOUTH YOUTH YOUTH YOUTH ELECTRONICSELECTRONICSELECTRONICSELECTRONICS

PCB Boards, Tin plated

Contact: Basie ZS2BA

Cell: 0828882118

basiedp@gmail.com

Local Repeaters:
Town VHF 145,050/650 Town UHF 431,050/438,650 Uitenhage 145,075/675 Tygerhoek
145.000/600

These repeaters form a separate sub-net in the PE - Uitenhage - Despatch area

Cape Linked System Repeaters:
Lady's Slipper 145,100/700 Grahamstown 145.150/750 Cradock 145,050/650 Noupoort
431,150/438,750

Colesberg 431,075/438,675 Kareedouw 145.725/125 Plett 145.775/175 Brenton 145.675/075

These form the PEARS long-range 2-metre repeater system, in conjunction with the Border,
Southern Cape and

WCRWG systems

Packet Network:
ZS0NTP-2 Packet Node - Lady's Slipper 10.151 LSB 300bd APRS 144.625 1200bd 438.275
1200bd (FWD)

438.875 9600bd 434.800 1200bd APRS - Cape Linked System

ZS0NTP BBS - Lady's Slipper On all node frequencies

ZS0GHT-2 Packet Node - Grahamstown 144.675 1200bd 438.275 1200bd 434.875 9600bd

ZS0CDK-2 Digi - Cradock 144.675 1200bd

ZS2ABZ-4 WMR918 WX Station 144.625 1200bd

Beacons:
2M Beacon (ZS2VHF CW ID, FSK) Horizontally polarised 25W ERP 144.415

6M Beacon (ZS2SIX CW ID, FSK) Horizontally polarised 25W ERP 50.005

Banking details (for subs & donations): Nedbank Savings, No:221 252 7594, Code: 121217.
Call Sign as Ref.

See the PEARS web site at www.zs2pe.co.za for further details and network diagrams.

PEARS' VHF/UHF, Packet & Other Services
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Your Societies Committee for 2010/2011

Front Cover Picture - The Horse

Memorial
The Horse Memorial erected and unveiled during 1905 in Port
Elizabeth commemorates the horses that suffered and died
during the Anglo-boer War (1899-1902). It consists of life-sized
bronze figures of a horse about to quench its thirst from a
bucket held by a kneeling soldier and stands on the corner of
Russell Road and Rink Street.

Chairman & QSX Editor Ashley Goosen ZS2AG 082-3726696 ashley@peham.co.za

Vice-Chairman/Technical Chris Scarr ZS2AAW 041-3681344 christopher@peham.co.za

Secretary Glen Cummings ZS2GV 082-4112743 glen@peham.co.za

Treasurer Clive Fife ZS2RT 041-3673203 clive@peham.co.za

Club Social Activities Bill Hodges ZS2ABZ 041-5812580 zs2abz@isat.co.za

Marketing & PR Basie Du Plessis ZR2BA 082-8882118 basiedp@gmail.com

Contest and Awards
Manager, Convener of
VHF Contest Committee

Tony Allen ZR2TX 082-9562920 tony@zr2tx.co.za

Website Manager Jarrad Brown ZR2JAB webmaster@zs2pe.co.za

Co-Opted sub-committees

RAE Examination Admin. Donovan ZS2DL 082-8524885 zs2dl@hamradio.co.za

Assessors Rory ZS2BL

Chris ZS2AAW

Donovan ZS2DL

Bill ZS2ABZ

041-5812580

041-3681344

082-8524885

041-5812580

rory@commco.co.za

christopher@peham.co.za

zs2dl@hamradio.co.za

zs2abz@isat.co.za

Contest Committee Tony Allen ZR2TX

Al  Akers ZS2U

Mike Bosch ZS2FM

082-9562920

041-3602983

041-5812425

contest@peham.co.za

QSX Distribution Mitch Rundle ZS2DK 083-7153375 mrundle@axxess.co.za
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